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Abstract

Rendering snow environments in real-time requires e�ective methods for repre-
senting the snow and its properties. �is thesis explores methods for rendering
deformable snow covers, where a dynamic height�eld is used for storing snow
heights. Collision detection for cylinder geometries is used to generate tyre-
tracks from wheels. A depth bu�er is used to make the snow follow the shape
of the terrain and the midpoint displacement algorithm to initialise values for
the snow. Di�erent methods for triangulating the height�eld are considered and
the e�ects of changing the resolution of both the height�eld and the underlying
vertex grid are tested. �e tests are run in a simulated environment.

�e results show that height�elds in combination with collision detection for
geometric primitives is a promising representation for deformable snow covers,
both in regards to visual results and performance. However, some visual arte-
facts arise because of the height�eld triangulation and representation of vertex
normals. Regarding performance, the computational and rendering times seem
to increase exponentially with the height�eld resolution. �e tests also show
that the implementations reach the required frame rates for real-time rendering.
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Dictionary

AABB

Axis-aligned bounding box, describes the extents of an object

Edge

Connection between two vertices

LOD

Level of detail, the process of simplifying 3D objects when viewed from a larger distance

Polygon mesh (in short mesh)
Representation of an object in 3D, consisting of vertices, edges and faces

Polygonal face (in short face)
Closed set of edges that de�nes a �at surface

Triangulation

�e process of de�ning triangles given a set of points, e.g. to divide a mesh into triangle faces

Vertex

Data structure for a point in a 3D space, containing information about e.g. position, normal
and texture coordinates
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1 Introduction

When winter comes and snow falls, environments and landscapes are completely transformed.
Everything from roof tops, streets and cars to trees, cli�s and meadows are shrouded with a
so�, white cover. Almost no sharp edges remain, even the sounds are mu�ed, and everything
is le� far more tranquil than before. �is phenomena might not be familiar world-wide, but
for large parts of the world it is. �is also makes it interesting to be able to recreate these win-
ter transformations in a computer environment. Indeed, di�erent methods of using computer
graphics to render and simulate snow have been researched since the late 1990s.

�is thesis explores how snow covers can be rendered in real-time, with the main aspect of
representing snow in a way that also makes it possible to leave visual tyre-tracks. �is means
the thesis also studies methods of how to represent actors that deform the snow and how
to detect collisions. Lastly, the thesis explores methods of how to make the rendered snow
follow the shape of the terrain, as well as how to maintain the so� properties of snow when
it is represented by quads and triangles.

1.1 Outline

�e outline of the thesis starts with further introductions of the subject of the thesis and its
context. �e theory behind the thesis is then presented in Chapter 2, including related work
and some relevant background on computer graphics concepts and methods. In Chapter 3 the
methods used for the implementations are described. Both visual results and performance
results are presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5. Conclusions are drawn in
Chapter 6.

1.2 Oryx Simulations

�e thesis is produced in collaboration with Oryx Simulations. Oryx is a technology company
located in Umeå and founded in 1999. �ey construct complete, realistic simulator systems
for heavy-vehicle applications, designed in collaboration with machine manufacturers. �e
simulator systems are interactive, run in real-time and are used for education and training.
Some examples of simulators constructed by Oryx are shown in Figure 1.

�e possibility of adding winter environments to the simulators would widen the spectra and
representation that they o�er. One step in this process would be to add real-time snow render-
ing. Optimally, the winter transformations would be adaptable in order to �t di�erent scenery,
and a scene would be transformed to its winter counterpart with as li�le pre-processing as
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(a) Volvo simulators

(b) Epiroc simulator (c) Konecranes simulator

Figure 1: Examples of simulators constructed by Oryx

possible. Interaction between the vehicles and the snow would also enhance the experience
for the user. �is interaction would optimally include both snow dynamics and visual im-
pacts, while still being fast enough to run in real-time. �e interest in the collaboration with
this thesis is to explore methods for some of these aspects and collect information for future
development.

1.3 Problem formulation

Real-time rendering is challenging in the sense that it has a strict time budget. To render a sim-
ulation of snow that is completely true to reality would require an immense number of snow
particles that interact with each other and their environment based on di�erent models and
aspects. Some examples of factors that would a�ect these models are: weather aspects such
as temperature, snowfall, wind and sunlight; the surrounding area, such as objects causing
shadows or cover from wind; the material and angle of the surface underneath; the solidness
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of the snow; actors deforming the snow in various ways. Since calculations of this would be
far too exhaustive to run in real-time, simpler models need to be constructed. However, these
models still need to maintain the most crucial aspects that the rendered scene should convey
to a user. It is a balance between realism and e�ectiveness.

Considering the complexity of snow and the challenges of real-time rendering, there are many
aspects interesting to look at. Examples are how to represent the snow, how to mimic its shape
and properties, how and where it should accumulate, what methods to use for realistic light-
ing, etc. �is thesis should investigate height�elds as a method to represent snow covers and
the visual properties of snow. Furthermore, it should explore how to implement deformations
in the form of tyre-tracks caused by interaction with vehicles. To ensure that the snow covers
follow the shape of the terrain, a depth bu�er should be used to set the initial snow heights.
�e thesis should investigate what can be achieved with a rendering time budget of 4 ms.

1.3.1 Research questions

�e thesis should implement snow covers represented by a height�eld. �e height�eld should
be updated in real-time when deforming collisions occur. Apart from analysing the e�ects of
changing the resolution of the height�eld itself, the thesis should also explore a method of
using a vertex grid for the height�eld with a resolution twice as high as the height�eld’s. �e
main research questions to study are the following:

• How do the rendering and computational times (ms) grow with the resolution of the
height�eld?

• How is the computational complexity of the problem a�ected by using a double reso-
lution vertex grid?

Computational time refers to the time consumption of running one update step of the im-
plementations, while rendering time refers to the time di�erence between rendering a scene
with and without snow. �e method of using a vertex grid with double resolution for the
height�eld is explained further in Section 3.4.

1.3.2 Limitations

Considering the many aspects of snow that are possible to investigating, there are also many
limitations to the thesis. One limitation is to focus the rendering to ground surfaces instead of
arbitrary objects (e.g. no steep slopes). Furthermore, the focus is on the visual results rather
than the physical aspects. �is means for example that snow dynamics is outside the scope.
Other aspects that are outside the scope are lighting e�ects, structures and textures of snow.
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2 �eory

�is chapter begins by describing some important concepts and methods used in the thesis.
A�erwards, earlier work related to the thesis is described, which includes di�erent aspects of
snow rendering as well as collision detection and terrain triangulation.

2.1 Computer graphics

�is section describes some concepts and methods in the �eld of computer graphics that are
relevant for the thesis, such as a de�nition of real-time rendering, how height�elds can be
used and what vertex normals are.

2.1.1 Real-time rendering

In computer graphics, rendering is the process of generating computer images or animations.
�e rate of which these images are displayed can be measured in frames per second (fps).
Real-time rendering means using interactive frame rates, where the viewer can act or react
to the content and get feedback instantly. �ere is no exact limit for a real-time frame rate,
but at least 15 fps is considered real-time and di�erences in frame rate from about 72 fps
and up are essentially undetectable. �e idea is to accomplish a frame rate fast enough for a
smooth transaction between individual images, which makes the viewer unaware of when a
new image is displayed. It should also be high enough to be able to handle delays in response
time. [1]

2.1.2 Height�eld

A height�eld is a two-dimensional matrix with values that represent heights. Height�elds are
o�en grey-scale images where the nuance of the colour of the pixels determines the height,
e.g. white can represent a high area and black a low area. �e height�eld is then mapped to
an object or area in a scene. �is can be used for example in bump mapping, where surface
normals are perturbed (based on for example a height�eld) to achieve a three-dimensional
appearance without actually changing the geometry. It can also be used in displacement map-
ping, where the vertex locations are modi�ed based on the values in a height�eld to achieve
actual changes in geometry. [1]
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An example of a height�eld is shown in Figure 2. Every height�eld point stores a height value.
�e resolution of a height�eld is the number of grid cells in regards to the size of the area it
maps, or in other words the size of the grid cells. Height�elds with di�erent triangulations
are described further in Section 3.4.

Figure 2: A height�eld of size 5 × 5 with its points marked in blue

2.1.3 Midpoint displacement algorithm

�e midpoint displacement algorithm (also known as the diamond-square algorithm) is a
method that can be used to generate values for a height�eld. It can for example be used
to automatically generate random terrain. �e idea is to start with se�ing the four corners of
the height�eld to random values and then alternate between diamond steps and square steps.
�e diamond steps set the midpoint of all squares in the height�eld to the average of the four
corner points and adds a random value. Similarly, the square steps set the midpoint of all
diamonds in the height�eld to the average of the four corners and adds a random value. �e
random value is decreased in size for each step. �e process continues until all points are set.
In order for the algorithm to work, the size of the height�eld needs to be 2n + 1, where n is a
positive integer.

(a) Diamond step (b) Square step

Figure 3: �e �rst diamond and square steps of the midpoint displacement algorithm
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2.1.4 Axis-aligned bounding box

A bounding box can be used to determine the boundaries of an object, i.e. the outermost
limits of the object. It is e�ective to use for collision detection. Axis-aligned bounding boxes
are aligned to the world axes of the scene. A bounding box can be represented by its minimum
and maximum point in world coordinates.

2.1.5 Vertex normals

Vertex normals are normalised vectors that are directed straight out of a vertex. �is means
that if the vertex is located on a plane, the normal will be perpendicular to the plane. If the
vertex is not located on a �at surface, the normal is instead perpendicular to a tangent of the
vertex point. Vertex normals are mainly used to determine the lighting and shading of a scene.
�ere are di�erent methods for calculating vertex normals, one of them being to compute the
face normals of all surrounding polygons and averaging them to get the vertex normal. �e
face normal of a triangle with the points p0,p1,p2 ∈ R

n can be obtained by calculating the
cross product between the vectors p1 − p0 and p2 − p0.

2.1.6 Depth bu�er

A depth bu�er can be generated by rendering a scene and measuring the distance to all objects
in it from a selected point. If a perspective projection is used, the depth bu�er is generated for
the points in the �eld of view and for a selected resolution. If an orthographic projection is
used, the size of the area to measure needs to be set as well as the resolution for the measuring
points. To measure the depth values of a height�eld, the sizes and resolutions need to match.

Depth bu�ers can be used for example in shadow mapping, where a depth bu�er is generated
from the perspective of a light source during the �rst render pass. During the second render
pass, each point is compared with the depth bu�er – if the distance to the light is larger than
the value in the depth bu�er for the same point, it means that the point is blocked from the
light and should be rendered in shadows.

2.2 Collision detection

Rays are vectors with unde�ned lengths and they can be used to compute collisions. A ray
can be de�ned as a parametric function:

p(t) = p0 + t ×v, (2.1)

where p0 ∈ R
n is the starting point of the ray,v ∈ Rn a normalised vector with the direction

of the ray and t ∈ R. It is also possible to a use vector instead of a ray, where the length of v
is the entire length of the vector. �en t is between 0-1 if there is a collision.
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2.2.1 Cylinder geometry

A cylinder can be represented by a centre point, a radius, a width and an orientation in a
three-dimensional space. From this, the end points at the disks can be obtained as well as
the cylinder axis, which is the vector between the two end points. Figure 4 shows a cylinder
geometry with these properties marked out.

愀 瘀 戀
爀

眀
Figure 4: A cylinder geometry with end points a, b ∈ Rn , axis v ∈ Rn , radius r ∈ R and

width w ∈ R

2.2.2 Bounding volume of cylinder

�e extents of an axis-aligned bounding box for a cylinder can be computed by1:

ex = r

√
1 − v

2
x

w2 ,

ey = r

√
1 −

v2
y

w2 ,

ez = r

√
1 − v

2
z

w2 ,

where r ∈ R is the radius, v ∈ Rn the cylinder axis and w ∈ R the length of the axis (the
cylinder width). �ese extents can then be added to the cylinder end points to obtain the
minimum and maximum points of the bounding box:

bmin =min(a − e, b − e),

bmax =max(a + e, b + e).

2.2.3 Cylinder-ray intersection

A cylinder upholds the equation:
x2 + y2 = r 2,

where x ,y ∈ R are the coordinates of any point on the boundary of the cylinder and r ∈ R the
radius. �is holds as long as the cylinder is aligned with a world axis. If that is not the case,
1 Íñigo �ı́lez. Disk and cylinder bounding box. 2019.
https://iquilezles.org/www/articles/diskbbox/diskbbox.htm
(Accessed: 2019-04-15)
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the cylinder axis needs to be used instead. If a ∈ Rn is an end point of the cylinder, p ∈ Rn
any point on the cylinder boundary and d ∈ Rn the direction of the cylinder (normalised) we
get:  (p − a) × d 2

= r 2. (2.2)

�is means that if p is an intersection point and n is the cross product from Eq. (2.2), then n
is perpendicular to the cylinder direction d and has a length equal to the cylinder radius. �e
length of n can be described as: p − a   d  sin(θ ) =

 p − a  sin(θ ),

where θ is the angle between d and p − a. �is relation can be shown by using the fact that
sin(θ ) can also be expressed as:

sin(θ ) = x p − a  ,
where x ∈ R is the distance from p to the cylinder centre. �is means that the vector n has
the length x , which must be equal to the radius if there is an intersection.

If Eq. (2.2) is combined with the Ray Equation (2.1) it can be solved for t to �nd the intersection
point between a ray and a cylinder. Algorithm 1 (inspired by2) shows a solution of this, where
t is found by using the quadratic formula. If an intersection point is found, it is also projected
onto the cylinder axis to check that it is within the cylinder limits (between the end disks).

However, performing a cylinder-ray intersection test does not include the end disks, which
means the result is the same as for a hollow cylinder, like a tube. One method that solves this
is to also perform disk-ray intersection tests for the end disks.

2Re: Ray/cylinder intersection. GameDev Forum, 2007.
https://www.gamedev.net/forums/topic/467789-raycylinder-intersection/
(Accessed: 2019-04-15)
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Algorithm 1: Cylinder-ray intersection
Data: End points of cylinder (a and b), cylinder width (w) and radius (r ), ray of form:

p(t) = p0 + t ×v

Result: Intersection point

ab ← (b − a)

ap ← (p0 − a)

apab ← ap × ab

vab ← v × ab

A← vab ·vab

B ← 2 (vab · apab)

C ← (apab · apab) − (r 2 × (ab · ab))

D ← B2 − 4AC

t ← (−B −
√
D) / 2A

p ← p0 + t ×v

dist ← (ab · (p − a)) /w

if dist ≥ 0 and dist ≤ width then

intersection is within cylinder boundaries

end

2.2.4 Disk-ray intersection

To check if a ray intersects a disk, one can start with checking if the ray intersects the plane
which the disk lies in. �is can be achieved by using the fact that the dot product of two
perpendicular vectors is zero. A vector p − c between the centre point of the plane (which is
also the centre point of the disk), c ∈ Rn , and an intersecting point on the plane, p ∈ Rn , will
be perpendicular to the normal of the plane, n ∈ Rn , hence:

(p − c) · n = 0. (2.3)

If the ray intersects the plane, they will have a common point. If that point is p, Eq. (2.3) can
be used together with the Ray Equation (2.1) to get:

(p0 + t ×v − c) · n = 0.

�is equation can be solved for t by using the distributive property of the dot product (a · (b +
c) = a · b + a · c) and the property of scalar multiplication ((ka) · b = k(a · b)), resulting in:

t =
(c − p0) · n

v · n
. (2.4)

If there is an intersection, Eq. (2.4) can be used with Eq. (2.1) to �nd the intersection point. To
further check if the ray intersects the disk, the distance between the intersection point and
the cylinder centre point (i.e. the length of p − c) can be computed. If the distance is less or
equal to the cylinder radius, the ray intersects the disk.
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2.3 Related work

�e related work to the thesis mainly regards di�erent aspects of snow rendering, though
other areas such as deformable surfaces, collision detection and terrain triangulation are also
relevant.

2.3.1 Snow rendering

Among the earliest research on snow rendering was presented by Nishita et al. in 1997 [8],
who described a solution using the polygonal technique metaballs. Since then, wide-ranging
research has been performed on the subject. Most research does not regard real-time so-
lutions, but there are exceptions. Haglund et al. presented a real-time solution in 2002 [6]
that used height�elds for representing accumulated snow. Height�elds are overall a popular
method to use in di�erent ways to represent snow, especially for real-time solutions (other
examples are Reynolds et al. 2015 [11] and Neukom et al. 2018 [7]). Many solutions that do
not run in real-time use particle systems for representing the snow, especially if the scene also
includes falling snow. An example is the work of Fearing in 2000 [4], which uses an adaptive,
hybrid model of particle/surface representation. Particles are used for snow accumulation and
movement, while thicker 3D objects are used for snow covers and textures are used for thin
layers of snow.

Another �eld where snow rendering in real-time has been investigated extensively recently
is the game industry. However, it is rare to see these implementation solutions published or
presented. An exception is the implementation of deformable snow rendering for Batman:
Arkham Origins, that was presented by Barré-Brisebois at the Game Developer Conference
(GDC) in 2014 [2]. �is work describes using displacement height�elds for representing ac-
cumulated snow that can also be deformed by various actors.

2.3.2 Determining snow accumulation areas

�ere are mainly three di�erent methods used in previous work to handle the question of
where to place snow, i.e. determining the snow accumulation areas. One of these methods was
introduced by Ohlsson and Seipel in 2004 [9] and resembles the method of shadow mapping;
only areas that are not occluded from the sky receive snow. Similar solutions have also been
presented by Tokoi in 2006 [14] and Reynolds et al. in 2015 [11]. �e other common methods
are to manually place the accumulation areas as a pre-processing step (used for example in [6])
or to simulate snow fall with a particle system and check for collisions. Another approach
was introduced by Fearing in 2000 [4], where a series of particles are launched upwards from
each surface and checked for collisions, to determine what surfaces are occluded from the
sky.

2.3.3 Rendering of deformable surfaces

Much of the research regarding snow rendering focuses on static scenes or scenes without
interaction and do not include deformation of snow. However, one way to simulate snow
deformation is to regard snow as a granular material. Sumner et al. presented a method for
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animating surface deformation of sand, mud and snow in 1999 [12], mainly including foot
prints and bike tracks. �e solution used a height�eld with a displacement method. In 2003
Onoue and Nishita developed this solution further for the materials sand and soil, and in-
cluded granular material placed on top of objects as well [10]. Zeng et al. proposed a similar
method in 2007 for deformation of ground surfaces, including snow [15].

�e solution by Barré-Brisebois mentioned earlier [2] does not regard snow as a granular ma-
terial (e.g. it does not handle redistribution of material on interaction), but does use height-
�elds for representing deformable snow – similar to [12], [10] and [15]. To determine where
the interaction takes place, multiple rendering passes are used and the scene is rendered from
underneath the surface with the interacting actors rendered in a di�erent colour to determine
where they cross the height�eld.

2.3.4 Collision detection

�ere are di�erent methods that can be used for collision detection. One of them is to use ray
casting and multiple rendering passes, as in [2]. Another method is to use geometric prim-
itives to calculate collisions. For example, Sünkel explored collision detection for cylinder-
shaped rigid bodies in 2010 [13]. �e work describes the di�culties with handling the discon-
tinuities at the cylinder’s end disks and manages to implement successful collision detection
for cylinder-plane and cylinder-sphere collisions, but not fully for more complex geometric
primitives. Sünkel also divides the collision detection into a coarse collision detection phase
and a �ne collision detection phase, which is a common strategy. For the coarse detection
phase, bounding volumes is a possible method to use.

2.3.5 Terrain triangulation

Michael Garland and Paul S. Heckbert published a report on fast approximation methods for
terrains and height�elds using polygonal meshes in 1995 [5]. �ey used a height�eld as input
and approximated it with a triangulated irregular network (TIN). �e most successful method
proved to be a greedy insertion algorithm, which selects the most important points in the
terrain. �ese points are then triangulated, e.g. with Delaunay triangulation. �is report
has since been a foundation for much of the research on terrain triangulation. For example,
Bertilsson and Goswami described a similar method in 2016 [3] where a TIN produces terrain
meshes in real-time. Two methods used to speed-up the process and make it usable in real-
time was to use LOD and to divide the terrain into patches, which makes it possible to run
calculations in parallel. Both the methods presented in [5] and [3] handle static terrain, in
contrast to this thesis where the snow covers are dynamic and updated in real-time.

Another simpler and less computationally demanding method of height�eld triangulation is
to just divide the quads of the height�eld into triangles. �is results in a regular pa�ern (ex-
amples are shown in Section 3.4), though it can be limiting in the sense that only lines that are
vertical, horizontal or diagonal in one direction can be represented. An improvement of this, in
the sense of being able to adapt to the terrain, was described by Phil Fortier in 20123. Fortier

3Phil Fortier. Terrain triangulation – summary. IceFall Games, 2012.
https://mtnphil.wordpress.com/2012/10/15/terrain-triangulation-summary/
(Accessed: 2019-04-16)
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uses a method where the underlying vertex grid of the height�eld has a higher resolution
than the height�eld itself, which enables both a higher resolution mesh and diagonal lines in
both directions. �is solution is built around static terrain, as the other methods mentioned
above.
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3 Methods

�e implementations are constructed using the programming language C++, the compiler
GCC 8.2.0 and the graphics rendering engine Ogre3D 2.1. �ey are implemented in the devel-
opment environment at Oryx, integrated with their current implementations and tested with
existing simulation environments and vehicles. Mainly, a dynamic height�eld implemented
by Oryx has been used and in some cases extended.

3.1 System design

�e implementations consist of snow components and deformer components. An object
marked as deformer will modify the snow if collisions occur. �e implemented deformers
are cylinder geometries, which for example can be placed on wheels. �e snow component
holds a height�eld containing the snow heights. At initialisation, a vertex grid is generated
based on the height�eld. �e vertex grid can have either a 1-to-1 or a 2-to-1 relation to the
height�eld regarding their resolutions.

�e initial snow heights are set based on a depth bu�er of the surrounding area as well as noise
generated by the midpoint displacement algorithm. To determine which objects and areas
that snow should accumulate on, these components can be marked with a speci�c visibility
layer beforehand. When the depth bu�er is generated, only the components with the snow
visibility layer will be taken into account in the rendering. �is is needed in order to avoid
for example snow accumulation on active vehicles.

3.2 Initialisation process

�e snow is initialised with the following steps:

1. Generate a depth bu�er to get heights of the environment

2. Generate initial noise using midpoint displacement (as described in Section 2.1.3)

(a) Use linear interpolation for over�owing values if the size of the height�eld is not
2n + 1

(b) Smooth the noise values by averaging each point with its neighbours

3. Set initial snow heights by o�se�ing with the terrain and noise values
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3.3 Update process

Each time step of a rendered scene, the following actions are executed:

1. Fetch all deformers in the scene

2. Compute AABBs using calculations described in Section 2.2.2

3. Check which height�eld points collide with the AABBs

4. For each point

(a) Check the current snow height

(b) Compute disk-ray intersection as described in Section 2.2.4

(c) If there is no disk-ray intersection

i. Compute cylinder-ray intersection using Algorithm 1 (Section 2.2.3)

5. Update the height�eld values according to the collisions

6. Interpolate extra vertex grid values (if double resolution vertex grid)

7. Recalculate normals for all updated vertices

8. Upload the new data to the vertex bu�er

When height�eld values are updated and normals recalculated, the neighbouring height�eld
tiles also need to be updated. �is is discussed further in Section 3.4.3.

3.4 Height�eld

For the height�eld, two di�erent methods for triangulation and vertex grid resolution were
used. In the �rst method, the underlying vertex grid has the same resolution as the height�eld
and the triangles all face the same direction. �e triangles are represented as a triangle strip.
In the second method, the vertex grid has a double resolution compared to the height�eld.
�is means that the new number of vertices becomes 4nm − 2n − 2m + 1 (where n,m ∈ N are
the number of height�eld rows and columns) and there are four times as many triangles. �e
triangles are represented as a triangle list. Triangle strips and triangle lists are two di�erent
methods of storing triangle data, where strips in this case require less data. In the �rst method
the quads are always triangulated in the same direction, while in the second method the
direction is reversed for every quad. �is results in the �rst method generating diagonal
lines in one direction and the second method in both directions. Figure 5 illustrates the two
methods, with the height�eld points marked in blue. Each height�eld point stores the current
snow height at that position and the values are updated upon collision.
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(a) Vertex grid of resolution 1-to-1 (b) Vertex grid of resolution 2-to-1

Figure 5: Height�elds with di�erent triangulations and vertex grid resolutions

3.4.1 Interpolation

When the vertex grid has a double resolution, only the height�eld points store actual snow
data. Hence, the values for the points in between need to be interpolated. �is is solved
by averaging the values of the two nearest neighbouring height�eld points. However, there
are also centre points that have four neighbouring height �eld points. For these points, the
height di�erences between the two diagonals are compared. �e two points with the smallest
di�erence are then used and averaged. �e comparison is performed in order to achieve
correct diagonal lines without the grid pa�ern showing in the �nal rendering.

3.4.2 Level of detail

�e implementations use a system for varying LOD depending on the viewing distance to the
height�eld. For distances further away, fewer triangles are used. Multiple levels of triangula-
tions are computed when the height�eld is initialised and then used when needed.

3.4.3 Tiles

�e height�eld is divided into a number of tiles, which are processed individually. When
running a scene in real-time, only the tiles inside the view frustum are rendered. To ensure
that the height�eld remains consistent between the tiles, they are slightly overlapped. When
one tile is updated, the overlapping points on the neighbouring tiles are updated as well.

3.4.4 Normal calculations

Vertex normals are calculated by �nding the cross product of a tangent and bitangent to the
vertex. �e tangents and bitangents, which are perpendicular to each other, are calculated
based on the heights of vertical and horizontal neighbouring grid points. �e implementations
test both using the closest neighbours and the second-closest neighbours.
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4 Results

�is chapter presents the results of the experimental implementations, which includes both
visual results and performance results. �e di�erent parameters that have been tested are
the resolution of both the height�eld and the underlying vertex grid, the total size of the
height�eld and whether or not to use noise for the initial snow values.

4.1 Visual results

To begin with, Figure 6 shows the winter transformation of adding snow to a scene. In the
scene, only the terrain is marked with the snow visibility layer. A depth bu�er is used for the
initial snow heights as well as a small amount of initial noise.

(a) Original scene (b) Scene with added snow

Figure 6: Comparison of the test scene with and without snow

An example of rendering a scene without noise or with di�erent amount of noise for the initial
snow heights is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows an example of deformations in the form of tyre-tracks.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 7: Midpoint displacement used to render the scene with di�erent amounts of noise,
from a large amount of noise in (a) to no noise in (e)
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Figure 8: Tyre-tracks on a height�eld of grid size 0.2 m and with a vertex grid resolution of
2-to-1
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4.1.1 Height�eld resolution

Figure 9 shows a comparison of resulting tyre-tracks when using di�erent resolutions for
the height�eld. Examples of the generated meshes for the same resolutions are shown in
Figure 10.

(a) Grid size of 0.4 m and a vertex grid resolution of 2-to-1

(b) Grid size of 0.2 m and a vertex grid resolution of 2-to-1

Figure 9: Comparison of tyre-tracks for di�erent height�eld resolutions
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(a) Grid size of 0.4 m and a vertex grid resolution of 2-to-1

(b) Grid size of 0.2 m and a vertex grid resolution of 2-to-1

Figure 10: Comparison of the generated mesh for di�erent height�eld resolutions
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4.1.2 Height�eld grid pattern

�e triangulation of the height�eld results in a visible grid pa�ern for certain cases of defor-
mations. When these are compared between the di�erent vertex grid resolutions used for the
height�eld (1-to-1 or 2-to-1), the most fair comparison is to use the cases with the closest total
vertex grid resolution. For example, a height�eld grid size of 0.2 m with a double resolution
vertex grid results in a total vertex grid size of just above 0.1 m. Hence, it is compared with
a height�eld grid size of 0.1 m when using a normal resolution for the vertex grid. Figure 11
and 12 show a comparison of tyre-tracks generated from tyres oriented at di�erent angles for
a height�eld with a total vertex grid size of approximately 0.1 m. Figure 13 and 14 do the same
comparison but for a total vertex grid size of approximately 0.025 m.

(a) Tyre oriented at 0° (b) Tyre oriented at 22.5° (c) Tyre oriented at 45°

Figure 11: Comparison of tyre-tracks for di�erently oriented tyres for the grid size 0.1 m and
a vertex grid resolution of 1-to-1

(a) Tyre oriented at 0° (b) Tyre oriented at 22.5° (c) Tyre oriented at 45°

Figure 12: Comparison of tyre-tracks for di�erently oriented tyres for the grid size 0.2 m and
a vertex grid resolution of 2-to-1
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(a) Tyre oriented at 0° (b) Tyre oriented at 22.5° (c) Tyre oriented at 45°

Figure 13: Comparison of tyre-tracks for di�erently oriented tyres for the grid size 0.025 m
and a vertex grid resolution of 1-to-1

(a) Tyre oriented at 0° (b) Tyre oriented at 22.5° (c) Tyre oriented at 45°

Figure 14: Comparison of tyre-tracks for di�erently oriented tyres for the grid size 0.05 m
and a vertex grid resolution of 2-to-1

4.1.3 Vertex normals

In the tests, the normals are calculated as described in Section 3.4.4. �e comparisons are
performed with the same logic as described in the previous section. Figure 15 shows an ex-
ample of 45◦ deformations when using the closest neighbours for the normal calculations and
a total vertex grid size of approximately 0.1 m. Figure 16 shows the same sort of deformations
when using the second-closest neighbours. For all examples shown in previous sections, the
second-closest neighbours are used.

(a) Grid size of 0.1 m and vertex grid res-
olution of 1-to-1

(b) Grid size of 0.2 m and vertex grid res-
olution of 2-to-1

Figure 15: Closest neighbours used when calculating normals
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(a) Grid size of 0.1 m and vertex grid res-
olution of 1-to-1

(b) Grid size of 0.2 m and vertex grid res-
olution of 2-to-1

Figure 16: Second-closest neighbours used when calculating normals

4.2 Performance results

�e performance tests have consisted of running the implementations repeatedly in a test
scenario while measuring the computational time or the rendering time. �e test scenario has
been a simulated Volvo Wheel Loader L180H driving around on a snow cover for 2706 number
of frames. �e route is shown in Figure 17. All tests have used an initial snow height of 0.2
meters and a depth bu�er to adjust the values according to the environment. No initial noise
values are used, in order to assure an equal snow cover for each test. �e tested parameters
are the resolutions of the height�eld and the underlying vertex grid, as well as the total size
of the height�eld.

Figure 17: �e route used for the performance tests

�e tests have been run on CentOS Linux 7 with 11.6 GiB memory, an Intel Core i7 CPU 950
@ 3.07GHz × 4 and the graphics card GeForce GTX 1060 6GB/PCIe/SSE2.

4.2.1 Rendering time

�e rendering time has been measured as the total time for rendering one frame, from the
moment that data transfer to the graphics card is initialised and until all the graphics processes
are completed and the scene is rendered to the screen. To �nd out the time for rendering the
snow covers, the test scenario was �rst run without any snow covers as a reference. �e test
scenario was then run with snow covers of di�erent height�eld sizes and resolutions and the
rendering time di�erences for the reference test were calculated. Each test was run 5 times.
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Figure 18 shows the average rendering time for various height�eld sizes and resolutions
(i.e. grid sizes), including the method of using a double resolution vertex grid.
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Figure 18: Average rendering time for di�erent height�eld resolutions and sizes, including
using a double resolution vertex grid (double res)

Since one aim of the thesis is to investigate what can be achieved with a rendering time budget
of 4 ms, this is marked out in the �gure. Two points are just below the reference line – the
height�eld size 75 × 75 m with both the grid size 0.1 m and the grid size 0.2 m when using
a double resolution vertex grid. Examined more closely these rendering time averages were
3.77 ms and 3.87 ms respectively. Figure 19 shows the average rendering times in relation to
the approximate total vertex grid resolution, meaning the data for height�eld grid size 0.1 m
is averaged with the data for 0.2 m with a double resolution vertex grid and similar for the
other resolutions.
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Figure 19: Average rendering time for di�erent vertex grid resolutions
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4.2.2 Computational time

�e computational time refers to the total time of running one update step for a snow cover.
�e update process is described further in Section 3.3. Since the collision checks of the update
process only checks a�ected height�eld grid cells, the total size of the height�eld is irrelevant.
Hence, the tests have been run for di�erent resolutions, i.e. grid sizes, of the height�eld. �e
method of using a double resolution vertex grid has also been tested. Two di�erent aspects
are interesting to compare: using the same grid size with and without the double resolution
vertex grid, and using half the grid size when not using a double resolution vertex grid. �e
former results in the same number of collision checks, while the la�er results in approximately
the same number of vertices. Only the time points for when there is contact between the
simulated vehicle and the snow cover have been taken into account when summarising the
results of the tests. �e test scenario has been run 10 times for each test with a height�eld of
size 55 × 55 m.

Figure 20 shows the computational times plo�ed logarithmically (excluding outliers) when
using a 1-to-1 vertex grid resolution, for grid sizes between 0.05-0.2 m with a step of 0.025.
�e measured times (excluding outliers), including the minimum and maximum number of
height�eld points to check for collisions, are shown in detail in Table 1. Figure 21 shows the
average computational times ��ed with exponential and polynomial functions.
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Figure 20: Computational times for di�erent height�eld resolutions, with boxes indicating
the 25th and 75th percentiles and with the median, maximum and minimum val-
ues marked out (outliers are excluded)
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Figure 21: Average computational times ��ed with exponential and polynomial functions

Table 1 Computational times for height�eld grid sizes 0.05-0.2 (when using a vertex grid
resolution of 1-to-1), including minimum and maximum number of a�ected height�eld points

Grid size (m) Min (ms) Max (ms) Avg (ms) Min points Max points

0.200 0.247 0.483 0.371 7 430
0.175 0.011 0.739 0.312 7 540
0.150 0.011 0.819 0.347 8 689
0.125 0.198 0.585 0.374 9 960
0.100 0.324 0.762 0.537 12 1481
0.075 0.242 1.175 0.710 15 2522
0.050 0.014 3.948 1.212 23 5472

Figure 22 shows the same data as Figure 20 but for grid sizes between 0.025-0.1 m with a step
of 0.0125. Table 2 shows the measured times in greater detail. Figure 23 shows the average
computational times ��ed with exponential and polynomial functions.

Table 2 Computational times for height�eld grid sizes 0.025-0.1 (when using a vertex grid
resolution of 1-to-1), including minimum and maximum number of a�ected height�eld points

Grid size (m) Min (ms) Max (ms) Avg (ms) Min points Max points

0.1000 0.324 0.762 0.537 12 1482
0.0875 0.084 1.093 0.568 14 1891
0.0750 0.242 1.175 0.710 15 2522
0.0625 0.161 1.578 0.849 19 3565
0.0500 0.014 3.948 1.212 23 5472
0.0375 0.012 28.70 11.79 31 9543
0.0250 0.021 55.94 24.99 45 21005
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Figure 22: Computational times for di�erent height�eld resolutions, with boxes indicating
the 25th and 75th percentiles and with the median, maximum and minimum val-
ues marked out (outliers are excluded)
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Figure 23: Average computational times ��ed with exponential and polynomial functions

Figure 24 shows the same information as Figure 20 and 22 but with a 2-to-1 vertex grid reso-
lution and for grid sizes between 0.05-0.2 m with a step of 0.025. Table 3 shows the measured
times in greater detail. Figure 25 shows the average computational times ��ed with exponen-
tial and polynomial functions.
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Figure 24: Computational times for di�erent height�eld resolutions, with boxes indicating
the 25th and 75th percentiles and with the median, maximum and minimum val-
ues marked out (outliers are excluded)
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Figure 25: Average computational times ��ed with exponential and polynomial functions

Table 3 Computational times for height�eld grid sizes 0.05-0.2 (when using a vertex grid
resolution of 2-to-1), including minimum and maximum number of a�ected height�eld points

Grid size (m) Min (ms) Max (ms) Avg (ms) Min points Max points

0.200 0.362 0.927 0.657 7 430
0.175 0.153 1.442 0.743 7 540
0.150 0.295 1.607 0.920 8 689
0.125 0.362 1.881 1.122 9 960
0.100 0.012 6.706 1.600 12 1481
0.075 0.012 32.09 9.845 15 2522
0.050 0.017 60.21 26.70 23 5472
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4.2.3 Time distribution of the update process

�e time distribution between the di�erent steps in the update process has also been tested.
�e main steps of the update process (described further in Section 3.3) are:

1. Prepare the collision checks (fetch deformers, calculate AABBs, etc.)

2. Perform collision checks

3. Update the height�eld values

4. Recalculate and update normals

5. If a double resolution vertex grid is used

(a) Interpolate and update the extra grid values

(b) Recalculate and update normals for the extra grid values

6. Upload the new values to the vertex bu�er (send to the GPU)

�e distribution of the time consumption for these steps have been measured for di�erent
height�eld resolutions (i.e. grid sizes). Only the time points for when there are collisions
between the simulated vehicle and the snow cover have been taken into account when sum-
marising the results of the tests. �e test scenario has been run 5 times for each test with a
height�eld of size 55 × 55 m.

�e distribution of the average computational times for grid sizes of 0.1 and 0.2 m are shown
in Figure 26. �e total computational times are presented in greater detail in the previous
section.
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(a) Average time distribution when using a 1-to-1 vertex grid resolution
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Figure 26: Average time distribution for grid sizes 0.1 and 0.2 m
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5 Discussion

�is chapter discusses the results presented in the previous chapter. It is divided between
visual results and performance results and focuses on the snow representation as well as
the e�ects of di�erent height�eld and vertex grid resolutions. �e method used for collision
detection is also discussed.

5.1 Visual results

Overall, the visual results show both advantages and disadvantages with the solution. �e
height�eld representation works well for the snow covers, but also results in visual artefacts:
the vertex normals are problematic to represent and the triangulation of the height�eld results
in a visible grid pa�ern. Both these issues are discussed further in this section. Another
subject discussed in the section is how the use of a depth bu�er and noise for the initial snow
heights improves the realism and vividness of the snow covers, but also a�ect the amount of
pre-processing needed.

5.1.1 Height�eld

Using a height�eld to represent the snow works well overall, since viewing the snow as some-
thing similar to a mass rather than as individual snow �akes is natural for snow covers. An
example is shown in Figure 6. However, the height�eld method also results in visual artefacts
in the form of visible grid pa�erns and incorrect normals.

An advantage of using a height�eld is that it requires less computations than a particle system.
It is also a realistic way to represent snow covers, especially when no snow dynamics are
implemented (i.e. no snow particles). For snow dynamics, a combination of using height�elds
and particle systems would be an interesting solution to investigate.

�e results are in general be�er for lower resolutions. For higher resolutions, the results
are more edgy and sharp, which does not correspond to the usual properties of snow. �is
could be solved for example by interpolating the height values further, but it would increase
the computational work load. However, too low resolutions instead give a blurry result for
the deformations. A comparison of the grid sizes 0.2 m and 0.4 m (with a double resolution
vertex grid) is shown in Figure 9. Another disadvantage of lower resolutions is that the visual
artefacts can become more obvious, especially the visible grid pa�ern. Figure 11-14 show the
di�erences of using a grid size of 0.2 m and 0.05 m for both a vertex grid resolution of 1-to-1
and 2-to-1.
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Using a double resolution vertex grid highly improves the results for diagonal deformations
and for normals in general, shown in Figure 12 and 14 (compared to Figure 11 and 13). �is
means that the visual artefacts are reduced, though they still exist – especially for deforma-
tions that are neither vertical, horizontal nor diagonal. �e interpolation of the extra vertex
grid points enables diagonal deformations in both directions and does not seem to have any
negative e�ects on the visual result. Examples are shown in Figure 12 and 14.

�e generated triangle mesh for the method of a double vertex grid resolution is shown in
Figure 10 for the grid sizes 0.2 m and 0.4 m. �is emphasises why the grid pa�ern becomes
visible. Other methods for triangulation would be interesting to investigate for the height�eld.

5.1.2 Vertex normals

Calculating vertex normals for a height�eld can be problematic, especially if there are extreme
changes in height over small distance – such as deformations from tyres. Since only the
height�eld points are available for calculating the normals, they become largely averaged for
such cases. �e normal calculations are dependent on the triangulation of the height�eld,
which for this solution means they are bound by horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines.

�e normal calculations used in the solution do not give desirable results for all cases, e.g. de-
formations that do not follow vertical or horizontal lines. �is is because the tangent and
bitangent are calculated following the vertical/horizontal lines of the height�eld. Figure 15a
and 15b show deformations of 45◦ where the normals result in a stripe pa�ern. �ese visual
artefacts are more visible the larger the height di�erence between two points is. �is means
that it is slightly be�er for the method with a double resolution vertex grid, since it adds
a vertex in between every height�eld point which decreases the height di�erences between
adjacent points.

Using either the closest neighbours or the second-closest neighbours gives some di�erent
results. When the distance is shorter the normals are more exact, but this also results in
larger visual artefacts. For a larger distance the normals are averaged more, which results in
blurry results but smaller visual artefacts since changes in the terrain are more likely to be
taken into account. �is is shown in Figure 15 and 16.

5.1.3 Depth bu�er

�e depth bu�er succeeds in making the snow follow the shape of the terrain, which makes
the visual results much more realistic. It also makes the solution more conformable, since it
can adapt to di�erent scenery automatically. Figure 6 shows an example of this. However,
since slopes are not taken into account it only works well for objects without steep slopes
or abrupt height changes. To be able to represent such objects as well, some redistribution
of snow or accumulation calculations based on incline would need to be added. �e results
of the depth bu�er can also appear too sharp in some cases (especially for high height�eld
resolutions) – this could be improved by e.g. smoothing the values (similar to the initial noise
values).
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Regarding the pre-processing needed, it is decreased in the sense that the height positions of
the snow covers are handled automatically. However, it is also increased since snow accumu-
lation areas need to be placed manually by using visibility layers. In Figure 6-9 the visibility
layers are placed on the terrain, or parts of the terrain.

5.1.4 Initial noise

�e initial noise values increase the realism of the rendered snow, since snow would not
accumulate with the exact same height at all points. Examples of using di�erent amounts of
noise are shown in Figure 7. However, the amount of realism is decreased by the fact that
the noise values are randomised. �is means that they do not take the surrounding area, or
other factors such as wind, into account. It is well-suited for terrain without discontinuities,
but will generate unrealistic results for environments with various objects. A solution of this
could be to perform the midpoint displacement algorithm on di�erent parts of the height�eld
separately. �is could also improve the limitation that the midpoint displacement algorithm
requires the size of the height�eld to be 2n + 1 (where n is a positive integer). �e linear
interpolation currently used for over�owing values works well for sizes that are slightly larger
than 2n + 1 but gives poor results for values just below 2n + 1.

Another aspect that decreases the realism of using noise values is that there are no snow
dynamics in the implementations. Large amounts of noise result in deep snow covers, which
would in reality a�ect the movement of the vehicles. �is aspect is also relevant for the visual
results, since only the wheels of the vehicle are marked as deformers (meaning no other parts
of the vehicle deforms the snow).

Adding initial noise values also results in more pre-processing, since some tuning parameters
need to be set in order to get a good result (e.g. regulation of the maximum height di�erence
between values). To summarise, the initial noise values give more realistic and vivid results,
but also makes the solution less conformable and in need of more pre-processing.

Other methods for generating initial noise values would also be interesting to investigate,
such as for example Perlin noise or Simplex noise.

5.2 Performance results

Overall, the performance tests show that the height�eld representation of snow is possible to
use. �e most crucial factor is the resolution of the height�eld. For the rendering time, the size
of the height�eld is also relevant since the total amount of vertices a�ects the performance.
An important note is that the computations and the rendering are asynchronous processes,
which means that the total time for adding snow to a scene is not the sum of the computational
time and the rendering time. Another note is that the tests performed are not isolated to
speci�c parts but run and collect data for an entire simulated scenario, which could a�ect the
results. �e limited number of test runs is also important to keep in mind – it could result in
misleading data.
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5.2.1 Height�eld resolution

Since the height�eld is a two-dimensional matrix, the resolution and the total number of
points is related in the sense that increasing the resolution n times causes an increase in
points of n2 times. �e most time-consuming parts of the process seem to be to upload the
updated vertices to the vertex bu�er and to perform collision checks, as shown in Figure 26.
Both these processes have the resolution as the crucial parameter, since it controls how many
points to check for collisions and how many vertices to update. However, the increase in time
consumption does not correlate with n2 and instead seems to follow an exponential growth
rate. Figure 21, 23 and 25 show the average computational times ��ed to polynomial and
exponential functions. �e �gures imply a close relation between the time increase and the
exponential function, though more data would be necessary to determine the exact growth
rate. Other parameters than the height�eld resolution a�ect the results as well (an example is
the number of deformers in the scene) but the crucial parameter is the number of height�eld
points.

5.2.2 Vertex grid resolution

�e results show that the computational time of using a double resolution for the underlying
vertex grid is approximately the same as for increasing the height �eld resolution to twice its
size – it even seems to be slightly higher for the double resolution vertex grid. Figure 22 and 24
show the similarities in results for a height�eld of grid size 0.025-0.1 m with a normal vertex
grid resolution and one of grid size 0.5-2 m with double vertex grid resolution. Table 2 and 3
show the computational times in greater detail. Comparing results for the same grid size but
di�erent vertex grid resolutions, such as Figure 20 and 24 or Table 1 and 3, only shows that the
double vertex grid resolution is not nearly as e�ective even though it performs approximately
1/4 the amount of collision checks.

A conclusion of these results is that the time saved on having to perform fewer collision checks
is replaced with having to interpolate values and update more vertices, including recalculation
of normals. Considering the distribution shown in Figure 26, it seems as though the main
reason for this is how time-consuming it is to upload the updated vertices to the vertex bu�er.
It would be interesting to investigate if it is possible to make the process of uploading to the
vertex bu�er more e�ective. Apart from the decrease in performance, the double resolution
vertex grid has some advantages for the visual results. �ese are discussed in Section 5.1.1
and 5.1.2.

5.2.3 Rendering time

As expected, the tests show that the crucial aspect for the rendering time is the total number
of vertices and triangles rather than the height�eld size or resolution. Figure 18 shows that the
rendering time appears to be very similar for scenarios with close to equal number of vertices.
Figure 19 hints that the growth rate in regards to the vertex grid resolution is exponential.
However, more data would be necessary in order to de�ne the exact growth rate.

Figure 18 also suggests that the cases closest to the reference point of 4 ms is the height�eld
size 75 × 75 m with both the grid size 0.1 m and the grid size 0.2 m when using a double res-
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olution vertex grid. �is means that approximately 560 000 vertices – or around 1.1 million
triangles – seems to be the approximate maximum limit for keeping the rendering time of
the snow covers under 4 ms. How these vertices are distributed, regarding height�eld size
and resolution, seems to be irrelevant. However, using other methods for triangulating the
height�eld could give di�erent results.

5.3 Collision detection

An advantage of using geometric primitives for collision detection is that the representation
is simple and exact, in contrast to a triangulated representation. �ere is no need to use very
detailed meshes for the geometries to assure correct collision detection. Furthermore, the
collisions can be checked with only one rendering pass.

However, instead of multiple rendering passes, implementations of di�erent collision detec-
tion algorithms for various geometric primitives need to be implemented. Another disad-
vantage of collision detection with geometric primitives is that the calculations can become
complex. As discussed in [13], some geometric primitives are very complex to compute col-
lisions for, e.g. cylinder-cylinder or cylinder-box. For the purposes of this thesis this is not
a problem since the collisions are only calculated between cylinder geometries and a height-
�eld, though it could become limiting for other scenarios.

According to the performance tests, the collision checks are the second-most time-consuming
part of the update process – see Figure 26. �e quotas vary for di�erent height�eld resolutions
but the process of uploading the data to the vertex bu�er always seems to be the most time-
consuming. �is means that making the collision checks more e�ective would be unlikely to
have the strongest impact on the computational times, though it would still reduce the time
required for an update step.
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6 Conclusions

�e purpose of the thesis was to investigate implementation methods of real-time snow ren-
dering that also enable deformations in the form of tyre-tracks. �e methods used were
height�elds to represent snow covers, ray-intersection algorithms to enable tyre-tracks in
the snow and depth bu�ers and midpoint displacement to generate the initial snow heights.
�e implementations were tested in a simulated environment and the results show both ad-
vantages and disadvantages with the solutions. �is chapter will draw conclusions based on
the results and discussions, for both the general themes and for the research questions in
particular. Lastly, possible future work on the subject is discussed.

6.1 General results

In this section the general results are discussed, such as the implemented representations of
snow, the usability of the solutions and the required pre-processing for a snow scene.

6.1.1 Snow representation

Height�elds as a method for representing the snow covers works well overall, both for the
visual results and the performance results. Disadvantages for the visual results regarding
the height�eld is that the triangulation used causes some visual artefacts and the normals
are problematic to represent. Depth bu�ers and midpoint displacement for the initial snow
heights increase the realism and vividness of the rendering.

6.1.2 Usability

Concerning rendering time, the tests show that approximately 560 000 vertices – or around
1.1 million triangles – can be used for the snow covers in order not to breach the reference
point of 4 ms. �is equals for example a snow cover of 75 × 75 m with a grid size of 0.1 m,
or a grid size of 0.2 m with double resolution for the underlying vertex grid. Using a double
resolution vertex grid was shown to improve the visual results (especially for deformations),
and also showed to be approximately as computationally expensive as a normal resolution
vertex grid with approximately the same number of vertices.

Using a grid size of 0.2 m and a double resolution vertex grid had an average computational
time of 0.7 ms per update step and a maximum time of 0.9 ms for the test scenario (excluding
outliers). It resulted in rather sharp deformations, see e.g. Figure 9b. Resolutions up to 0.125 m
grid size (with a double resolution vertex grid) showed maximum computational times below
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2 ms in the tests. However, too sharp deformations give unnatural and sharp visual results
that would need further interpolation. At the same time, very low resolutions result in blurry
deformations – it is a ma�er of balance and preference.

In summary, the methods appear to be a reasonable foundation for future development. �ey
seem e�ective enough to use with adequate visual results for areas up to at least 5000 m2 and
grid sizes up to 0.125 m (with a double resolution vertex grid). However, the visual artefacts
are a problem in need of solving.

6.1.3 Pre-processing

Another aim of the thesis was to explore methods that require as li�le pre-processing as
possible. �e total amount of pre-processing needed for the implementations varies with the
scene and the desired result. At minimum, it requires placement of the height�elds (i.e. snow
covers), se�ing an initial snow height and adding deformer components to the deforming
actors in the scene. If the snow should follow the shape of the terrain, it also requires that
snow visibility layers are set for the components where snow should accumulate. Lastly, if
initial noise is desired for the snow covers this requires tuning as well.

6.2 Research questions

More speci�cally the thesis has studied the following questions:

• How do the rendering and computational times (ms) grow with the resolution of the
height�eld?

• How is the computational complexity of the problem a�ected by using a double reso-
lution vertex grid?

�e conclusions of these studies are described in the following sections.

6.2.1 Height�eld resolution

�e tests imply that the computational and rendering times grow exponentially with the reso-
lution of the height�eld. �e main factor that determines the time consumption is the number
of height�eld points. For the computational time it is the a�ected height�eld points each up-
date step that ma�ers, and for the rendering time it is the total number of vertices. �e total
amount of height�eld points increases n2 times when the resolution is increased n times.
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6.2.2 Vertex grid resolution

Regarding the vertex grid resolution, the tests suggest that using a resolution of 2-to-1 com-
pared to the height�eld resolution results in approximately the same computational time con-
sumption as increasing the height�eld resolution itself to twice its size. �e rendering times
are shown to mainly depend on the number of vertices, which is also close to the same for
the mentioned scenario. Approximately 1/4 less collision checks need to be performed per
update step, but the time saved from this is consumed by updating and interpolating values
for the extra vertices.

6.3 Future work

As a next stage for this problem, it would be interesting to investigate if a triangulation could
be performed in real-time for the dynamic height�eld. An example would be to apply the
method from [5] but for this real-time application with a dynamic height�eld. A greedy in-
sertion algorithm could be used to select points from the height�eld and a Delaunay trian-
gulation to generate the mesh. �e process could also be parallelised as in [3]. �is would
enable more smooth tyre-tracks, since the grid pa�ern would no longer be an issue. It could
also make it easier to represent vertex normals more correctly. �e total number of triangles
would also be likely to decrease, which would result in lower rendering times. However, an
issue that could arise is incorrect updates of vertices that should remain unaltered between
updates. Deformations of the height�eld could make the greedy insertion algorithm select dif-
ferent points between updates, which could result in vertices changing incorrectly. Methods
for handling this would have to be considered.

For the current solution, it would also be interesting to a�empt to interpolate vertex normals
for the double resolution vertex grid the same way that heights are interpolated. �is would
mean that fewer actual normals need to be computed and could improve the normals for
diagonal edges.

Furthermore, the solution could be extended with more geometric primitives to enable more
varied deformations. It would also be interesting to adjust the snow heights depending on
the incline of the object underneath, which would enable more objects to be covered in snow
realistically. Other limitations made for the thesis are also possible extensions, such as adding
snow dynamics, weather aspects or lighting e�ects. Especially snow dynamics would be in-
teresting to investigate e�ective methods for, since it would be an interesting complement to
this visual solution.
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